Class Meeting Pattern subject area

**Purpose:**
The purpose of this subject area is to report on class metrics by meeting pattern. Class meeting Pattern will reflect the most recent information from Campus Solution; therefore, deleted courses will not appear in the Subject Area.

* The grain of the subject area is one row per term per class per Meeting Pattern (not to be confused with combined class).

**Important Use Notes:**

**Data elements that will change the grain of your query:**
- If you want one row per class, you need to choose the maximum Class Pattern
- If you use “combined fact” then you can only use the “combined class folder” - No Instructor Mode at the combined level.
- Instructor - gives you data at the combined level only. Requires the use of the “Effort” folder, not the regular facts. Must filter by Primary Instructor Flag to get just one row per combined course.

**Resources:**
- Class Enrollment
- Class Enrollment- Instructor